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About This Game

Many of us live in a noisy urban environment. Deep in the heart we long for nature and tranquility. This game can give you a
relaxing environment and display of the life cycle of a plum tree and her beauty. You decide the shape that your tree takes as the

seasons and years go by.
Experience the seasons pass by. In late winter your plum tree will begin to blossom and in the spring it will take full force.

Leaves will grow in the summer you will get a summer tree bonsai. Everything will turn golden as fall comes and then the leaves
will fall from the branches to perform a grand farewell performance. Fruits will then appear on the branches providing you with
unique interactions and the possibility of acquiring a devil fruit. As winter approaches you will be treated to another cycle in the

life of the plum tree.

Year after year, the trunk will gradually grow thicker and the whole tree will become lush. Unlike its beautiful young age, old
plum trees grows a majestic sense of beauty. With the increase of age, some branches will wither and eventually the whole plum

tree will die and wonderful mushrooms will grow in its body.
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Game Features:
1. Every tree is unique, depending on the second you plant it.

2. The plum tree will grow automatically. Depending on the season, the plum tree will grow larger or produce flowers, fruits,
and leaves.

3. There is a variety of different plant appearances and pot types.
4. Scissors can trim the branches of the tree to shape it.

5. Nutrient solution helps in cultivating branches, making it grow lush in size, branches, or amounts of flowers and leaves.
6. Graft the bud on the branch to grow a new branch.

7. Fruits appear in autumn that can be picked up.
8. 'Devil fruit' has a variety of strange and special effects.

For years I have been trying to generate natural objects using algorithms:
http://guojun-pan.artistwebsites.com

However, the best display medium is still an independent game, I hope to get everyone's support!

Thank you for reading and watching. Hope you enjoy this game.
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Title: Tree.Bonsai
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
PanGuoJun
Release Date: 3 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/10

Processor: 2,2 GHz

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Just amazin! even if you do nothing, the game is happening anyway.. This game is just horrible. From the lousy camera controls
to the random and ugly ways the trees grow and the slow speed of the game, i just hate it. Thought it would be a relaxing game
but it just stresses me out.. I thoroughly enjoyed this game. The achievements are easy and overall the gameplay is soothing. So
much to do, so much variety esp. with the effects of the devil fruit. The only thing I have to complain about is that I cant
complete the last achievement ( tree heritage ) because the trees years repeat from pig year back to rat year instead of dying. I've
spent 5 nonconsecutive hours in total, the last two trying to unlock it. Extremely frustrating. Awesome game! So chill just chuck
on some tunes and fertilise, trim annd watch it grow! Absolutely worth the price!! Great idea for a game. Well done whoever
made this!. Just started the game, RELAXING VERY RELAXING! Ty A+

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=g73BVFb9wpU. ,,, very Zen little game ....
few rules and a snails pace ....
( spoiler )
Don't fear the Devil Fruit ...
it's just another branch on the great tree of life.
.
It took me 4 hours to get all of the achievements ...
I'll keep checking in on my tree now and then.
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controls are terrible
audio cuts in and out
progress randomly stops and starts
interface is awful

waaaay too early access. nice game you can play that you are far or away awesome he move to her own self. Well, this was way
better than I expected.
Your tree is completely simulated through the seasons and years, making you kinda bond with him as he grows and prospers.
It's beautifully designed with falling leaves and blossoms, little animals visiting and your tree can even get diseases as he grows
older.
It can get quite laggy at times though when much is going on in the background.. This game is totally sick. It's incredibly
beautiful in a minimalistic way, and the gameplay is addictive, rewarding, and relaxingly simple. Best $2 i ever spent on a game.
I would like to see this concept expanded upon (more kinds of trees?) but am totally content to dump hours into it as is.. You
watch a plum tree grow, and then you can prune and graft as you see fit. It's pretty relaxing.. May be a little too early of a
release. Good potential though.

Pros:
Simplistic look is appealing

Growth seems to be semi-random and semi-AI so you never know what its going to do next

Cons:
Controls are awful

Camera is difficult to aim where you want

You can only seem to cut, cant manipulate limbs no matter how much i try, seems pretty limited

FPS seems low for such a simple design, i have a GTX 1060 and a i7-7700K and there are times when FPS looks smooth and
above 60FPS but then out of nowhere it stumbles and goes to what looks like 2FPS

No music and lackluster sound effects, the bird and wind sounds seem to be from the sims 1

After re-launching and being brought back to my tree, there can sometimes be glitches where leaves hang around in mid-air far
from the tree itself

Instructions are not very clear and are written in broken english

Overall im not impressed, thank goodness it was so cheap, ill visit it after some updates and fixes (and please, please, PLEASE
fix the controls and camera aiming and let us manipulate the branches, otherwise its just a trimming simulator)
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